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Improving your quality of life, one step at a time

Life Lines

Introduction to Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT)
any people n  it fairly easy to t in  of ays t at t ey an 
or  on improving t eir p ysi al ealt  or e ample, you 

mig t go for a al , listen to your favourite musi  to ma e 
ta ling ouse ores more en oya le, or even ea  out to 
e er ise lasses  ey re all great ays to stay a tive an  an 

elp you reali e ene ts t roug  an improve  outloo  on life 
an  ell eing  ut en it omes to getting t e equivalent 
e er ise  to improve your mental ealt , it an e tri ier to 

un erstan  at s availa le an  at ill give you goo  
results

ognitive e avioural erapy  is one of many proven 
t erapy te niques  It an elp us un erstan  o  negative 
patterns of t in ing e ave evelope  t roug out our lives 
ma e us feel eflate , limite  an  more fretful  It an elp us 

onquer self riti ism, feeling un ervalue , an iety, epression, 
lo  self esteem, an  ot er ommon mental ealt  allenges  

 fo uses on i entifying negative t oug t patterns t at an 
often sa otage us an , instea , framing t ose t oug ts 

ifferently to un lo  our potential an  n  larity  fter a fe  
sessions it  lini ians or online mo ules, e an e ome 
more min ful of our t in ing as e learn to em ra e ifferent 

 tools   

In t is arti le, e ll intro u e you to some of t e prin iples of 
ognitive e avioural erapy an  elp you etermine if it 

mig t e a type of t erapy t at you ant to try  ile it s not 
t e only type of t erapy t at an ma e a ifferen e, it an e a 
great pla e to start en you ant to or  on improving your 
mental ealt  

What is Cognitive Behavioural Therapy?
ognitive e avioural erapy  is a stru ture  an  
olla orative form of psy ologi al treatment t at often  

lea s to signi ant improvement in fun tioning an  quality of 
life 1 It elps people re ogni e en t eir t in ing patterns are 

istorte  an  may e ontri uting to t e pro lems t ey are 
e perien ing in t eir lives  

 is foun e  on t e ore prin iples t at psy ologi al 
pro lems are ase , in part, on faulty or un elpful ays of 
t in ing an learne  patterns of un elpful e aviour 2 

itionally, t is type of t erapy elps people learn etter 
ays of oping  it  t eir pro lems so t at t ey e ome 

more effe tive in t eir lives 3

 elps people move for ar  from t eir urrent if ulties 
y eveloping etter oping strategies  or ing t roug  some 
istory is part of t e t erapy, ut t e main fo us is to ma e 

sense of at is appening aroun  t em an  see o  t eir  
per eptions affe t t e ay t ey feel 4



Why is CBT used? 
CBT is a form of therapy because it helps address the 
thoughts people can get caught up in. Over time, this can 
affect someone’s outlook on life, making them feel more 
vulnerable. The methods and exercises we can learn through 
CBT show us that instead of feeling like we don’t have much 
influence over the directions our lives are taking, we can 
modify our thoughts and control how we react to situations. 
Practicing CBT can change how we feel about daily 
experiences and problems.

Psychiatrist Aaron Beck developed a model for CBT in 1976. 
It captured how we “think about things and the content of 
these thoughts.”5 Beck’s model expresses three aspects of 
our thinking and their interrelationship to show how we build 
negative beliefs: 

CBT is also practical because it is structured and time-limited. 
People usually attend between 6 and 20 one-hour-long 
sessions on a regular basis where they focus on a speci c 
problem and work toward achieving speci c goals that are 
agreed to at the start of the therapy.7 In their sessions, 
people often feel more engaged in working through their 
issues because they begin to understand their negative 
thinking patterns and accept accountability for them. It's a 
self-managed way to see how negative thinking influences 
their behaviour and vice versa: situations trigger automatic 
thoughts that affect core beliefs. It is also flexible enough 
to deliver in person, online or through mobile apps.

What is the goal of CBT?
CBT intends to equip someone with a set of practical tools 
they can use to assess situations they nd themselves in that 
are leading to negative thinking. Some of these tools include: 

•  etting T peci c  ea ura le  achieva le  
reali tic  and ti e li ited  goal  can help establish 
priorities to focus on. Working through and completing 
small goals helps by building momentum. You get a 
sense of satisfaction as you achieve things you may 
have thought impossible.8

•  earning to ue tion a u ption  and tal  through 
ituation  ith your el  will help you recognize 

self-criticism. You'll also learn techniques to "name" 
what is happening to you when you begin to create 
"cognitive distortions." You'll be able to replace those 
negative thoughts with constructive ones to be kinder 
to yourself.”9

•  ecogni ing and learning to odi y cognitive di tortion
Cognitive distortions create harmful and destructive thinking 
patterns, which include: jumping to conclusions, always 
assuming the worst, all-or-nothing thing, always having to 
be correct, emotional reasoning, blaming, and focusing on 
what we believe we should have done.10

•  eeping a record o  your thought  People can use tools 
such as journaling to help identify their negative thoughts 
and note positive replacements.11

•  e ard  and incentive  focus on creating activities that 
will improve someone’s overall positivity and mood.12

•  ituation e po ure is a technique used in cognitive 
behavioural therapy (CBT) to help people identify their fears 
and approach these fears in a safe, planned and deliberate 
way. It involves gradually exposing a person to a situation 
or stimulus that triggers feelings of fear or panic, in a safe 
space without the intention to cause any danger to the 
person. Over time, controlled exposure to these fears can 
help reduce the intensity of anxious or distressing feelings. 
For example, this tool can give new hope to people suffering 
from nightmares. Exposure to the situations that create the 
sense of panic they experience during a nightmare will help 
them learn that these sensations are not dangerous.13

•  ind ulne  and rela ation cal ing techni ue  such as 
deep breathing and muscle relaxation or body scans can 
help someone develop coping skills to help manage 
stressful situations and emotions.14
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Figure 1. The cognitive triad of negative core beliefs. From Beck (1976) 6
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Everyone can bene t from CBT. It uses methods like 
working to understand thoughts and behaviours, using 
problem-solving skills and increasing con dence. Practicing 
these will produce changes that are "as effective as, or more 
effective than, other forms of psychological therapy or 
psychiatric medications.”15

One study revealed that after 5-15 CBT sessions, 50-75  
of respondents with social anxiety said that CBT was highly 
effective.16 Another series of studies found that when 
CBT and drug therapy were combined, the results were 
"superior for major depression, panic disorder and 
obsessive-compulsive disorder (OC ).”17

CBT treatment is effective for various situations, including:  
bipolar, depression, anxiety, panic attacks, phobias, substance 
use, PTS , eating disorders, anger aggression, relationship 
problems, trauma, pain, sleep problems, time management 
challenges, and general or situational stressors.

If you want to explore working with a therapist, your rst 
meeting is a chance to determine how CBT can help you. You 
will also get a sense of whether you and this therapist have a 
good t and can work together. 

ere’s what might happen: 

•  You will determine your preference for a meeting 
(in person, online, or by phone).

•  Your therapist will want to understand why you reached out 
for help and learn more about your work and personal lives.

•  You might discuss costs and time frames duration 
of sessions and whether you have coverage under a 
bene ts plan.

•  You should discuss the therapist's background, 
training, and education.

•  Your therapist will review their policy concerning 
con dentiality.

•  Your therapist may ask you what your goals are for therapy 
so that you can develop a treatment plan together. 

•  You can discuss how you feel about homework and 
practicing CBT tools and ask any questions that you 
may have. 

There are many CBT therapy resources available online 
that you can explore. We've included links to a few that you 
may nd helpful. emember that while CBT has a sizeable 
self-directed component, it's always a good idea to consider 
working with a therapist. They can guide you through the 
processes and tools so that you understand how it works.  

•  Thought record worksheet 
https: positive.b-cdn.net wp-content uploads 2018 01
Thought- ecord-Worksheet.pdf

•  Accepting ncertainty Worksheet
https: homewood-production.s3.amazonaws.com

iscellaneous Sentio worksheets
Accepting ncertainty Worksheet.pdf 

•  Postponing Your Worries
https: homewood-production.s3.amazonaws.com

iscellaneous Sentio worksheets Postpone your Worries.
pdf 

•  Fact-checking thoughts worksheet
https: positive.b-cdn.net wp-content uploads 2020 09
Fact-Checking-Thoughts-Worksheet.pdf

•  Functional Analysis worksheet 
https: positive.b-cdn.net wp-content uploads 2020 09
ABC-Functional-Analysis-Worksheet.pdf
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If CBT doesn’t seem right for you, there are alternative 
therapy options that you can explore such as: 

• Behavioural Therapy

There are many other types of behavioural therapy besides 
CBT. Which one is used depends upon the situation. 

• BT  ialectical Behavioural Therapy 

• Social earning Theory

• Humanistic Therapy

It focuses on “a person’s individual nature rather than 
assuming a group of people with similar characteristics 
have the same concerns.”18

• EMDR – Eye Movement Desensitization Therapy 

E  is used to reduce emotional distress from 
Post-Traumatic Stress (PTS ).
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